Abstract. This paper translates Aristotle's syllogistic logic of the Analytica priora into the sphere of computational-combinatorical research methods. The task is accomplished by formalising Aristotle's logical system in terms of rule-based reduction relations on a suitable basic set, which allow us to apply standard concepts of the theory of such structures (Newman lemma) to the ancient logical system. In this way we are able to reproduce Aristotle's method of reducing syllogisms within a precisely defined formal environment, and we can analyse the structure of the set of syllogistic rules by means of a computer program. Thus we show that Aristotle's syllogistic logic is a formal system of its own which can be modelled independently of predicate logic and set theory. Our research is very much in the spirit of Smiley's and Corcoran's modelling of Aristotelian logic as a deductional system, and we aim at staying close to Aristotle's own term-logical concepts.
Introduction
Unlike several decades ago, today Aristotelian logic meets with growing interest. Not philosophers, but specialists in information and communication theory employ ideas which can be explicitly traced back to Aristotle's theory of categories and syllogisms. Let us just mention the project of the Semantic Web, where formal ontologies belong to the main building blocks of a gigantic world wide information system, which in part realises and in its whole even outstrips the futuristic plans of Leibniz and his characteristica universalis.
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Independently of these rather recent developments, there has been a renewed concern in matters of formalization of Aristotelian logic by a small group of logicians, philosophers and philologists. The publication of Łukasiewicz' book on Aristotelian logic about half a century ago 2 and, roughly 20 years later, the work of Corcoran 3 and Smiley
4
, opened a new dimension for the research on Aristotelian term logic by extending the traditional research topics into questions of soundness and completeness of Aristotelian logic. In addition, the latter authors try to conform as much as possible to the ancient texts, and their work is considered as a genuine symbolic representation of Aristotle's syllogistic theory. Furthermore, in contrast to Łukasiewicz' writings, the theories of Corcoran and Smiley link smoothly to the traditional syllogistic, which has been the predominant logic since ancient times, extending over about 2000 years up to the beginning of modern symbolic logic in the middle of the 19th century. This paper conforms with Corcoran's and Smiley's work in adopting a strictly formal approach to Aristotelian logic and also in claiming to provide a very close symbolic representation of Aristotle's original theory given in the Analytica Priora. Therefore, our method is clearly contradistinctive to the attempts of early modern logicians who misread Aristotelian logic as a simple or even faulty special case of predicate or class logic. Unlike the aforementioned authors, however, our presentation aims at the translation of Aristotelian thoughts into the sphere of 1 An introduction into the "modern" theory of formal ontology and some of its relations to ancient logic is [Sow00] .
-The Semantic Web is a project of the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). It aims at the extension of the current web in that a well defined meaning will be assigned to each peace of information. The whole project is too big and too ambitious to be described here, be it only roughly. Cf. http://www.w3.org for detailled information.
computational-combinatorical research methods. This is to provide a solid formal fundament for further computer-aided research into Aristotle's formal system.
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In the following, we will deal solely with the syntax of the syllogistic logic of Aristotle 6 . To be more specific: We will explore the "inner structure" of the set of Aristotelian syllogisms -a research which, in some of its results but not in its method, is in the spirit of parts of Paul Thom's book [Tho81] 7 . Our approach is new insofar as we put Aristotle's theory into a framework which we consider to be the proper formal context for a computational-combinatorical treatment of this ancient logic: Syllogisms are modelled as reduction relations on sets of categorical propositions. This approach allows us to give a very precise meaning to all formal aspects of the syllogistic theory and determines its implementation by means of computer programs.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the first Section we present a semi-formal introduction to the object language of Aristotelian logic, and we show how to formalise this logical system in terms of rule-based reduction relation on a suitable basic set. This will be put into a precise formal context in Section 2. Readers who are not interested in the details of the formalism may skip most of Section 2 without fear of losing the connection to the remaining parts from Section 3 on.
While Section 1 and 2 deal with the basic first, object-language level, Section 3 of our paper is devoted to the second syntactic level of Aristotelian logic, i.e. to the "metalogic of syllogisms", which is the formal theory of direct and indirect reduction of syllogisms.
8 In terms of the vocabulary of formal logic, reduction of syllogisms denotes the generation of derived rules. The fourth and final section contains some results of our computational exploration of the syllogistic system. Utilising a computer program 9 based on the reduction relation concept, we establish some theorems on the inner structure of the syllogistic system. As a conceptual frame we take the notion of "syllogistic bases", and this will allow us to compare our conclusions with the results of previous works of Aristotle, Leibniz, Lukasiewicz, Corcoran, Smiley, and Thom.
Our imbedding of Aristotelian logic into a "natural" framework of rule-based reduction systems, well known from other parts of formal logic (Lambda calculus, automatic theorem proveing, computer algebra systems), and our employment of computer based methods for exploring this ancient logic serves as a further affirmation of the fact that Aristotelian logic should not and cannot be considered as a simple and uncomplete forerunner of predicate logic or even set theory. Hopefully, our paper may help in understanding Łukasiewicz' dictum that "The syllogistic of Aristotle is a system the exactness of which surpasses even the exactness of a mathematical theory, and this is its everlasting merit.
Acknowledgement. The only work I know of which employs computational methods as a tool for the study of Aristotelian logic is Claus Brillowski's doctoral dissertation ([Bri93] ). It was my friend Claus who roused my interest in Aristotelian logic, and this paper is dedicated to him, who, having tried to draw my attention to Aristotle for many years, was finally successful.
It goes without saying that we will have to bridge abysses in trying to provide our methods and results in a form which make them accessible for those interested in the interpretation of classical Aristotelian logic as well as for those concerned with the properties of the formal system.
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We plan to treat semantic matters in a following paper.
7
There are differences to Thom's work which will be discussed later on after we have presented our method.
8
From the beginning on we put emphasis on a clear distinction of two different syntactical levels within Aristotle's work, thus complying with the important recent work of Boger ([Bog98]).
9
All results can, in principle and without theoretical problems, be reproduced by hand calculation. While this is certainly important for checking basic results, it is definitely too time consuming for all the results of Section 3.
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Lukasiewicz' book is the first modern presentation of a term logic -a task Leibniz had tried to accomplish some 250 years before. Lukasiewicz seems to have been the first prominent representative of modern symbolic logic who realised, in explicit opposition to Bertrand Russel, that Aristotle's logic could not be classified as a mere special case of predicate logic. Today we know that, despite his "everlasting merit" with respect to a modern interpretation of Aristotelian logic, Lukasiewicz overshot the mark in taking propositional logic as the basis for Aristotle's syllogistic.
